Wednesday April 13 — St. John’s UMC or Shrine of the Black Madonna

7:30 p.m. Opening night reception to include in concert: Comedian Marcus Wiley, Organic, Roperry and Soul Fruit

Thursday April 14 — UH University of Houston U.C.

ALL DAY — U.C. ARBOR-Artwork of Akili Mansa Richards-Atlanta artist

9-12 Pacific Rm or Atlantic Rm — Film Festival

9-12 Pacific Rm or Atlantic Rm — Theatre Workshop. Proposed Presenters: Eileen Morris-Artistic Director Ensemble Theatre, Danny Hodges-Pioneering Producer of longest running touring play in African American history, Woody King-legendary New York Producer, Dr. Charles Jackson- professor/actor

12-2:00 LUNCH — ON YOUR OWN

2:00 — 5:00 Pacific Rm or Atlantic Rm. — Film Festival

2:00 — 5:00 Pacific Rm or Atlantic Rm. — The Business of Entertainment Workshop. Proposed presenters: Ricky Anderson-#1 entertainment attorney in America, David Small-entertainment attorney, Matthew Knowles

8 p.m. Ensemble Theatre — the play JITNEY by August Wilson ticketed event

Friday April 15— UH University of Houston U.C.

ALL DAY — U.C. ARBOR-Artwork of Akili Mansa Richards-Atlanta artist

9-12 Pacific Rm or Atlantic Rm — Film Festival

9-12 Pacific Rm or Atlantic Rm — Film Workshop. Proposed presenters: Roger Guenveur Smith-actor (AMERICAN GANGSTA, DO THE RIGHT THING, A HUEY P. NEWTON STORY) and/or Hawthorne James-actor (FIVE HEART BEATS, THE STICK UP KIDS), Greg Carter-filmmaker (AN AMERICAN DREAM, WATERS RISING)

12-5:00 Mediterranean Room- lunch 12-1:30 followed by Symposium?????

2:00-5:00 Pacific Rm. Or Atlantic Rm- Film Festival (3-5 screening of either Huey P. Newton Story if Roger Smith comes or STICK UP KIDS if Hawthorne James comes)

2:00-5:00 Pacific Rm. Or Atlantic Rm.- Music Workshop. Proposed Presenter: Charles Swindell-manager of group H-TOWN, Andres Adams-manager of Soul Fruit, Toni Terry-recording artist, Ralph Trasphant-recording artist
5:30-7:00 Houston Rm. – play THE MEETING possible ticketed event

8:00-10:00 Houston Rm – play WHEN SISTER possible ticketed event

10:00 – NETWORKING RECEPTION- RED CAT JAZZ CAFÉ

Saturday April 16 UH Hilton and Cullen Auditorium

6:30 – 9:30 Awards Banquet honoring winners of film festival, Attorney Ricky Anderson and some national celebrity (maybe Roger Smith) ticketed event

10:00 p.m. Concert: Toni Terry and Ralph Trasvant ticketed event